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Abstract
This thesis details the approach to simulating micro combustion with conjugate heat
transfer in the compressible flow solver, Eilmer4. Background information on micro com-
bustion is presented for context and motivation. The modelling choices are explained and
support the experimental setup. Micro combustion with was achieved using conjugate
heat transfer model in place. The resulting flame was not stable, after 4 ms it was ther-
mally quenched. The process of building the complexity of the simulations from simple
cold flows through to combustion with conjugate heat transfer is detailed explicitly. A
number of bugs which limited micro combustion in Eilmer4 were identified and addressed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The push for cleaner power and advances in nanotechnology has led to an increased
engagement in the development of micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) power gen-
eration [1]. The applications of MEMS power range from handheld personal devices, to
micro-aerial vehicles to implantable medical devices [3]. Micro channel combustion is one
such process used to generate power. Hydrocarbon micro combustion is a current area
of interest as it provides a promising alternative to lithium batteries for portable power
applications (such as for small handheld devices) [4].
Figure 1.1: Energy densities of lithium ion batteries compared with hydrocarbon fuels
and engines (including MEMS technology). Image from [1]
This is due to the high energy density of hydrocarbon fuels. Lithium batteries have
an energy density of 0.5 Mj/kg, whereas methane, for example has an energy density of
40 Mj/kg [5]. As personal technology such as phones and laptops become smaller, the
application of hydrocarbon power through micro combustion becomes a more feasible and
desirable solution [4].
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In their 2011 review of micro scale combustion literature, Ju and Maruta introduce the
definitions which govern the scale of micro combustion. The most widely used definition
is the quenching diameter [1]. Micro combustion is when a stable flame exists in a com-
bustion chamber that has a critical dimension that is less than the quenching diameter
of the fuel. For hydrocarbons, this critical dimension tends to limit combustor diameter
to the order of 1 mm [1] [6] [7]. Ju and Maruta also describe the flame dynamics which
govern the stability and efficiency of micro combustion.
Due to the reduced scale of the combustor, there is a strong thermal coupling between the
flame and the combustor wall. This is due to the surface area to volume ratio [4][8][9]. As
the combustor size reduces, the surface-area-to-volume ratio increases. This ratio provides
an indication of “relative magnitude of heat production and heat loss of a combustor”[8]
as there is a proportionality between the volume of the combustor and the amount of heat
that can be produced.
The size of the combustion chambers used in micro combustion means that the residence
time is very small. Therefore a higher reaction rate - a higher temperature of reaction is
required whilst minimising heat loss to the environment [10].
Heat recirculation is a dominating factor for stabilising a flame in a micro channel [11].
Heat is transferred from the burnt products upstream to the incoming flow of reactants
(see Figure 1.1. It preheats the reactants, which decreases the heat lost from the flame
and decreases the time to ignition. This improves flame stabilisation and increases the
flame speed [12].
Figure 1.2: Simple representation of heat recirculation through combustor structure. Im-
age from Bidabadi et al [13]
Wall heat transfer is a balancing problem for micro combustion. When the thermal
conduction through the wall is too high, too much heat can be transferred out of the
system to the environment, causing the flame to be thermally quenched. If the thermal
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conduction is too low, heat recirculation in the burner is not sufficient to adequately
preheat the incoming flow. Again the flame extinguishes.
Leach and Cadou (2005) [9] highlight three major challenges for micro combustion:
• Large surface-area to volume ratio increases the thermal losses to the environment.
• Low inflow velocity limits turbulent mixing which would normally accelerate burning
rate - which is important for increasing residence time.
• Fluid-structure coupling makes selecting appropriate length-diameter scale difficult.
This investigation will focus on developing a 2D numerical simulation of methane-air
combustion in a micro channel. The simulations will be conducted using a compress-
ible flow solver, Eilmer4. Eilmer4 is the latest release of the computational flow solver
developed by the Compressible Flow CFD group at the University of Queensland [14].
1.1 Aims and Objectives
This project aims to establish a process for simulating MC in a compressible flow
CFD solver. Eilmer4 will be used as the modelling tool. A conjugate heat model will be
implemented to numerically simulate heat recirculation, and develop a method to simulate
stable micro channel flames in Eilmer4.
The objectives which direct the activities of the project were to:
1. Implement micro combustion in Eilmer4 using conjugate heat transfer. Further, to
produce a stable flame and observe heat recirculation.
2. Identify limitations and code bugs in Eilmer4 which affect the ability to simulate
micro combustion.
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1.2 Scope
Table 1.1 defines the scope of the project.
Table 1.1: Project Scope.
In-Scope Out of Scope
Use of in-built CHT methods in Eilmer4 Validation of simulation results with ex-
perimental testing.
Use of reduced reaction chemistry (4-step
and DRM-19)
Use of full reaction chemistry (GRI MECH
3.0)
Simulation of symmetric and non-
symmetric micro channels.
Turbulence modelling.
Use of in-built and UDF boundary condi-
tions, diffusion and conductive modelling
in the solver
Code development
This project demonstrates the use of the compressible flow solver, Eilmer4, to simulate
conjugate heat transfer in a micro channel. Whilst no code development is performed by
the author, bugs encountered are communicated to the developers.
1.3 Thesis Layout
This thesis comprises of a review of the current literature on micro combustion simulation.
A summary of the compressible flow solver, Eilmer4, and the methods that it uses to attain
results. The simulation setup is detailed in Chapter 3, including the boundary and initial
conditions. The methodology for achieving micro combustion in Eilmer4 is explained
in Chapter 5. Conclusions on this project and recommendations for future work are
summarised.
4
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Micro combustion draws together many aspects of combustion theory. This section will
provide background on the mathematics and concepts, and review prior art for numerical
and experimental investigations. Understanding the mechanism of micro combustion gives
context to developing a method to simulate the process.
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Quenching Diameter
The quenching diameter occurs when the flame ceases to propagate due to being con-
stricted by the combustor. Wall thermal interaction becomes dominating and the heat
transfer through the wall to the environment equals or exceeds the heat production from
combustion, causing the flame to extinguish. The quenching diameter is affected by many
aspects including the fuel, geometry, burning velocity, adiabatic flame temperature, igni-
tion temperature and pressure gradient [15]. Gauthier and Bergthorson also suggest that
the quenching diameter is proportional to flame thickness [16] For methane-air mixtures
the quenching diameter has been found analytically and experimentally in the range of
0.7 mm to 2.5 mm (at 1 atm pressure and 25◦C) [6] [7].
2.1.2 Thermal and Radical Quenching
Thermal quenching is described as the extinguishing of a flame due to excess heat loss.
It is a topic of keen interest in micro combustion. Heat recirculation techniques aim to
balance heat loss from the flame with preheating the incoming flow in order to eliminate
thermal quenching [1].
Radical quenching is cause by the production of excess radical species during combustion.
It is primarily caused by chemical interactions with the wall of the combustion chamber.
Radical quenching is prevalent in micro combustion due to the large surface area to volume
ratios [10]. Radical quenching is not considered in this investigation as the wall is not
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described chemically, and therefore no chemical interaction occurs between the flame and
the wall.
2.1.3 Flame Regimes and Stability
A stable, stationary premixed flame has a flame speed which is equal to the inflow
rate of the reactants. This type of flame often exists at burning velocities close to or
greater than the laminar burning velocity [17] In 2005, Maruta et al observed the strong,
stable flame at a flow rate of approximately 30 cm/s and a ’weak’ flame at much lower
flow speeds [17]. The ’weak’ flame, although induced by a very strong flame-wall thermal
coupling was reported to be able to be stabilised in combustor channels smaller than the
standard quenching diameter [1].
Fan et al 2008 investigated the effect of varying the equivalence ratio, flame speed and
channel width for micro channel combustion. They observed a number of different flame
patterns. ’Stable circular flames’ were observed for lean mixtures at inlet velocities from
2-5 m/s [2]. A number of other flame shapes were observed and can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Flame shapes observed by Fan et al for varied equivalence ratio and inlet
mixture velocity [2].
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Comparing these inlet velocities to the work by O’Connell, it can be seen that O’Connell’s
stable flame occurs at a velocity of 0.6 m/s [18], which is comparable to the result from
Maruta et al. However the inlet velocity reported by Fan et al was of an order of mag-
nitude higher. It is noted that the experimental set-up from Fan et al comprised of a
2 mm channel with quartz glass structure (thermal conductivity of 3 W/m.K). Whereas
the parameters used by O’Connell were a channel width of 1 mm and wall thermal con-
ductivity of 1 W/m.K. An interesting point of investigation would be to run simulations
varying the channel width for wall thermal conductivity to further explore the effect on
flame speed.
2.1.4 Combustor Materials
In experimental investigations of micro channels and micro thrusters, a few different
materials have been trialled. Silicon has been used by MIT and Caltech for micro thrusters
[1]. Both of these experiments suffered extinction due to thermal quenching. Their max
flame temperatures were also limited by the melting point of silicon [1].
Figure 2.2: MIT micro thruster with 6-layer silicon etched combustion chamber [1].
Other materials include glass (k= 0.8 W/mK), quartz (k= 3.0 W/mK), alumina (k=
35.0 W/mK) and copper (k= 385.0 W/mK). Zhou et al (2009) found that quartz and
Figure 2.3: Caltech Rocket Chip - inner layer of silicon, outer layers of glass [1].
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alumina combustors exhibit hot spots as they do not conduct heat as fast as the other
materials, which can lead to combustor damage. The copper combustor showed ’uniform
temperature distribution’ [19]. Kang and Veeraragavan (2015) observed that using an
orthotropic material for the combustor wall could reduce hotspotting and improve heat
recirculation [20]. They compared pyrolitic graphite to stainless steel (isotropic) and
found that they could achieve a wider range of stability limits for flames in the combustor
of orthotropic material.
This investigation considered a thermal conductivity value, rather than a specific material.
Combustor effects such as hotspotting are out of scope. Simulations were conducted in
2D, therefore only axial heat transfer was considered.
2.1.5 Combustion Mechanisms
The complete combustion of methane in excess air can be simply described by the one
step reaction equation:
CH4 + 2 O2 + 7.52 N2 −−→ CO2 + 2 H2O + 7.52 N2 (2.1)
This reaction equation does not, however, describe the full process of methane-air com-
bustion. The mechanism above has one equation and five species. The most complete
reaction mechanism comes from GRI-MECH 3.0, and has 53 species and 325 elementary
reactions [4]. The species mass fractions and reaction rates are used with the Arrhenius
rate equation to calculate the adiabatic flame temperature of the reaction and the species
concentrations. The more complete the reaction mechanism, the more accurate the flame
temperature and species concentrations can be. These properties are used to characterise
flame regimes and stability. Using the GRI-MECH mechanism is very computationally
expensive. Kang and O’Connell both suggest simplified mechanisms [4][18].
Jones & Lindstedt 4-step
Table 2.1: Wall clock times for different reduced reaction mechanism for methane-air
combustion. Grid resolution of 460 x 46 cells. (Extract from [21])
Mechanism Species/Reactions Wall Clock time (1 ms
simulation time)
JL-4 7/4 7.4
DRM-19 22/84 43.2
O’Connell utilised the JL-4 reaction mechanism in his work due to it’s reduced compu-
tational expense[18]. Although it is less accurate than the DRM-19 by roughly 5% [4],
the JL-4 still provides a much more accurate estimate of the species concentrations and
adiabatic flame temperature than a one or two step mechanism[18]. Having an accurate
measure of the species concentrations is important for finding the flame location and pro-
duction of radicals.
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DRM-19
The DRM-19 presents 22 reactions and 84 species. This mechanism is suitable when run-
ning the simulations through the Euramoo cluster. With the absence of turbulent mixing,
diffusion becomes the dominant method of convective heat transfer for the simulations
in this investigation. Therefore the increased accuracy from the implementation of the
DRM-19 becomes important for producing a high fidelity simulation.
Whist the DRM-19 provides a point to aim for, it was not implemented in this investiga-
tion as high fidelity simulations were not the primary objective.
2.1.6 Conjugate Heat Transfer
Conjugate heat transfer describes the thermal coupling of the fluid and structure. When
implemented in a solver it allows for the effects of heat recirculation to be simulated
and analsed. Veeraragavan and Cadou studied the effect of conjugate heat transfer on
temperature profiles. The conjugate heat model solution was found by using separation
of variables when considering the thermal coupling between the fluid and the wall.
“Thermal coupling between the structure and gas is achieved by requiring that
the temperatures and heat fluxes match at the interface.”[22].
Similarly, Gauthier and Bergthorson coupled the gas and solid energy equations to achieve
a conjugate heat transfer condition [16]. However this model does not account for gravity
or fluid viscosity.
CHT has been programmed into Eilmer4 as a boundary condition. In previous iterations
of the code it was supplied as a UDF.
2.2 Compressible and Incompressible Solvers
Compressible and incompressible flow solvers work around the compressibility limit and
solve the respective versions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Although no fluids are truly
incompressible, incompressibility is a physical limit defined where changes in the density
of the fluid tend to zero. For incompressible flow pressure and density are decoupled in the
Navier Stokes equations, while compressible flow uses the conservation of mass equation
as a transport equation for density. An equation of state is required for pressure [23]. The
Mach number of the flow is often used to characterize which regime the flow belongs to.
Large pressure gradients present in micro combustion determine that the flow is compress-
ible, however, the inlet and outlet of the combustor conform to incompressible conditions.
Solving incompressible flows with a compressible flow solver is possible, but has limi-
tations and complications. As the pressure term is decoupled from the continuity and
momentum equations, a solution for pressure can be found via the Poisson equation [24].
If an incompressible velocity field is supplied, the Poisson equation can be used to find
the pressure field. This method can significantly increase computation time. [25]. There
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are a number of approaches to obtaining incompressible solutions using the compressible
flow equations, one of which is ’artificial compressibility’.
Artificially reducing the sound speed, and therefore the difference between sound speed
and velocity, was proposed by Chorin [26]. Low mach number flows are governed by time
step restrictions as defined by the ’CFL condition’:
∆t∆xmax(c + |v|) ≤ 1[27] (2.2)
The time step must be smaller than the grid step. Although this is achievable in
supersonic flows, at low speeds it becomes difficult to satisfy as the time step must be
very small. The artificial compressibility technique can reduce the severity of the timestep
requirement for low Mach number flows.
Eilmer4 is able to conduct incompressible simulations, however some bugs owing to the
low speed of flow were encountered. This is detailed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Solver
To perform numerical simulations of micro combustion, an appropriate CFD solver is
required. The University of Queensland has developed a compressible flow CFD solver
known as ”Eilmer”. The latest release of the code is ”Eilmer4” and is the program used
in this project.
3.1 Eilmer4
Eilmer was developed in the 1980’s for simulation and design of shock tunnels [28]. It has
evolved into a multi-use tool for 2D and 3D compressible and reacting flow simulations.
Some of its features include structured and unstructured grids; in-viscid , laminar and
turbulent flows; finite-rate chemistry; and transient and steady-state solvers. The program
takes input scripts, written by the user which defines the environment to be simulated.
Parts of the Eilmer3 code was re-written into the D-language with inbuilt Lua processors
to form Eilmer4.
Micro combustion has been successfully simulated in Eilmer3 [4, 18, 21, 29]. Currently,
conjugate heat transfer is only available in 2D in both Eilmer3 and Eilmer4. Micro
combustion with conjugate heat transfer had not been performed in Eilmer4 prior to this
project.
Whilst a number of obstacles are presented in using Eilmer to simulate micro combus-
tion, as an in-house tool, these problems can be addressed by the developers. Commercial
tools do not offer this flexibility.
3.1.1 Reduced Reaction Mechanism
The Jones and Lindstedt 4-step reduced reaction mechanism was used as the combustion
mechanism for this investigation. It presents a good compromise between the accuracy
of adiabatic flame temperature and species concentrations, and computational expense
when compared to other mechanisms [21].
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1: CH4 + 0.5O2 ⇀ CO + 2H2
2: CH4 + H2O ⇀ CO + 3H2
3: H2 + 0.5O2 
 H2O
4: CO +H2O 
 CO2 + H2
(3.1)
Simulations were performed with methane-air in stoichiometric ratios only. By observing
the concentrations of CH4, H2O and CO, was possible to observe if combustion was
occurring and if it was complete. The CO concentration gives the flame location as it is
an intermediate product during the reaction.
3.1.2 Grids and Resolution
A minimum grid resolution was required in order to produce meaningful results. Kang’s
work in Eilmer3 included a grid independency for a combustion chamber of the same
geometry used in this investigation [21]. The grid of 125 x 13 cells was found to represent
solutions from grids of 460 x 46 cells. Therefore the starting point for the discretisation
was aligned with Kang’s results.
3.2 Scripts
Eilmer4 requires a user-supplied input Lua script written in D-language. Examples of the
input scripts can be found in the Appendix. The input script contains the configuration
instructions for the solver (such as start-time and run-time; max steps; diffusion, viscosity
and flux model settings etc.), geometry and grid for the solution domain, boundary and
inflow conditions and other parameters. The input script can also call other user-defined
scripts. In this project, the gas model, boundary conditions and reaction mechanisms are
supplied as UDFs (discussed in Chapter 4).
A gas model is required for Eilmer to call the correct gas properties from the species
database. This file is generated from an input using the program ’Prep-Gas’, detailed in
Section 3.2.1. For reacting flow, the input script must call the gas model, which comprises
all the required coefficients for each species. A reaction mechanism must also be supplied
as a UDF. The configuration item ’config.udf source terms file=true’ must be set. For
this project that was the JL-4, see Appendix A for the script.
Geometry can also be supplied by a UDF. This is most useful for very complex geometries
and was not necessary in this investigation.
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3.2.1 Prep-Gas
Prep-Gas is a program within Eilmer which generates a file containing all the required
coefficients for the species in the flow. Prep-Gas takes an input file of the following format:
model = "thermally perfect gas"
species = {’N2’, ’CH4’, ’O2’, ’CO’, ’H2’, ’H2O’, ’CO2’}
The species listed are those required for the J-L 4-step methane-air reduced reaction
chemistry. More information on Prep-Gas can be found in the Eilmer ’Gas User Guide’
[30].
3.3 Post Processing
Post processing of results is initially performed in ParaView. By outputting VTK files,
of the solution data, images of the flow field can be viewed using Paraview. Some of the
standard data outputs (against time and position) include temperature, pressure, sound
speed, velocity (magnitude and directions) and species concentrations. A profile of these
parameters can be displayed on the solution grid.
Gnuplot was also used to make plots of the data recorded at history points (see Section
4.2.1).
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Chapter 4
Setup
Designing the simulation environment has two key aspects: the solver configuration
settings; the domain of the combustor. The geometry, boundary conditions, and initial
conditions of the combustor must be set in the input script. The configuration options
in Eilmer4 have default settings, some of the key items which require changing will be
discussed in Section 4.2. This chapter will introduce and describe the modelling decisions.
4.1 Geometry and Blocking
The initial simulations used a 10 mm x 0.5 mm chamber, however this was revised to
a 7 mm x 0.5 mm chamber to reduce computational effort. This changed the Lc:Dc ratio
from 10 to 14. The geometry shown in Figure 4.1. The solid wall domain is outlined in
red, and the fluid domain in blue. The simulations were initially axi-symmetric.
Figure 4.1: Blocking structure for the fluid and solid domains.
The fluid and solid domains were divided into 8 blocks each. This was done to optimise
solving efficiency on eight CPUs. The numbering of the blocks indexes from 0 starting
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at the west-most edge. This is dependent on the orientation of the domain. Solid blocks
and fluid blocks are numbered separately in Eilmer. In this configuration, the domains
are oriented with the left edge as West, and top edge as North. The inlet is at the left
edge, and flow moves to the right.
Figure 4.2: Blocking structure for the fluid and solid domains - non-symmetric case.
Figure 4.3: Blocking structure for the fluid and solid domains - slip inlet case.
Later simulations used a non-symmetrical approach to capture the full flow field. This
geometry uses a similar blocking structure. Due to limitations in Eilmer4, the numbering
and orientation of the fluid blocks needed to be adjusted. See Section 5.4 for a detailed
explanation. Figure 4.2 shows the geometry and blocking structure for non-symmetric
simulations and Figure 4.3 shows the geometry for the Slip Inlet investigated in Section
5.6.2.
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4.2 Configuration Notes
Full configuration settings can be viewed in Appendix A. The configuration settings in
Table 4.1 were specific to the simulation.
Table 4.1: Critical configuration settings.
Configuration Item Choice
config.viscous ”true”
config.flux calculator ”ausm plus up”
config.gasdynamic update scheme ”classic rk3”
config.mass diffusion model ”ficks first law”
config.max time Used to control simulation time.
config.dt history ”1.0e-5” Controls write-out frequency of
history points.
config.udf source terms file true - when reactions are required
4.2.1 History Points
History points are set in the lua input script. These points record many parameters
about the fluid or solid at the frequency set as discussed above.
Figure 4.4: History points at 2 mm, 4 mm and 6 mm along symmetry axis of channel.
4.3 Initial Conditions
Eilmer required initial conditions for the fluid and solid blocks, and an inflow condition
for the fluid block. The ICs for the solid block required a temperature, density, thermal
conductivity and specific heat. The initial condition for the fluid block was supplied as
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a ’FlowState’ or ’FlowSolution’ parameter. ’FlowState’ required a temperature, pressure,
velocity (x, y, z) and mass fraction. ’FlowSolution’ allows the output from a previous
simulation to be used as the initial state. See examples below.
initial = FlowSolution:new{jobName = ’jFlow-mf’, nBlocks = 8, tindx=’last’}
inflow = FlowState:new{p = P_total, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
4.4 Boundary Conditions
The boundary condition choices were found to have a strong impact on the results of
the simulations. The commonly used conditions are highlighted below.
Figure 4.5: Example of boundary condition configuration for CHT simulation
4.4.1 Fixed Pressure Outlet
A fixed pressure outlet allows the pressure at the outlet of the chamber to be kept
at a particular value. In this case, atmospheric pressure was used (101.325 kPa). This
boundary condition was used to mimic the channel being open to the air. Initially, it
gives the system a 3 Pa pressure differential from inlet to outlet, which draws gas through
the chamber in the first timestep of the simulation.
4.4.2 Slip and No Slip Conditions
The ’Slip’ condition is used to remove the viscosity effect at a wall. It is used in this
project for the symmetry case - so that there are no effects at the centerline - and to
simplify some areas of the flow. ’No Slip” tells the solver to keep the viscous effects in
play. It often forms part of other BCs, such as the fixed temperature with slip condition.
Eilmer4 defaults the boundary condition to a slip wall if no condition is specified.
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4.4.3 Fixed Temperature Walls
Setting the walls to a fixed temperature allows thermal coupling to be introduced without
introducing full CHT. Essentially it was used as a method to supply the fluid with heat
and reduce the likelihood of thermal quenching. In this project, the wall temperature
is varied to investigate the effect of wall temperature on other flow properties such as
velocity and pressure.
4.4.4 ’FromStagnation’ Inlet
The ’FromStagnation’ condition is used to define the inlet and mimics a large reservoir.
It requires a stagnation condition for the gas, direction of flow and the mass flux (kg/m3).
If the mass flux is not specified, the condition reverts to satisfying pressure differential of
the chamber by varying the flow-rate.
4.4.5 User Defined BC: Hyperbolic Tangent Wall Temperature
Condition
The hyperbolic tangent wall temperature condition is widely used in literature [21, 10,
31, 32, 33]. It was used to represent the heat transfer to the wall that would be present if
there was a flame in the channel. The user-defined input function in Appendix A shows
the implementation of the hyperbolic tangent condition in Eilmer4 (supplied by Xin Kang
and Rowan Gollan). Figure 4.6 shows the temperature profile graphically.
Figure 4.6: Hyperbolic Tangent Temperature boundary condition.
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4.4.6 Conjugate Heat Transfer
The CHT boundary condition allows heat to transfer via thermal gradient between blocks.
Eilmer4 is defaulted to assume a CHT boundary where a solid and fluid block share the
same boundary and no other condition is specified. This BC requires an initial wall
temperature, density, and heat transfer coefficient.
4.5 Ignition
An ignition zone is used to initiate a flame for full chemistry simulations. It is typically
applied 0.75 LC - 0.8 LC for 0.5 ms [21]. The temperature of the zone is set to 2000 K. Kang
(2017) found that this arrangement was the minimum required to initiate a flame when
also using pre-heated conjugate walls (in Eilmer3). It was found that if the ignition zone
is set to a larger section, it produces a large pressure wave which significantly increases
settling time and may cause blowout. Figure 4.7 shows the location of the ignition zone
in the symmetric channel.
Figure 4.7: Hyperbolic Tangent Temperature boundary condition.
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Chapter 5
Methodology and Discussion
This section details the process that was undertaken to establish micro combustion in
Eilmer4. With the new release of the solver, some difficulties were encountered. However
communication with the developers allowed many of the bugs to rectified.
5.1 Initial Attempt
Prep-gas was used to generate a gas model input script. This was where the first issue
was encountered. It was discovered that the Eilmer4 species database had not been fully
updated. CEA and GRI Mech coefficients for five of the seven required species were
missing. These were transcribed into the Eilmer4 syntax from the Eilmer3 database and
integrated into the code.
Input scripts for Eilmer3 provided by Anand Veeraragavan, Aaron O’Connell and Xin
Kang were modified to the Eilmer4 syntax. These scripts were:
1. Input script with parameters, boundary and flow conditions and geometry. (Ap-
pendix A)
2. JL-4-Step reactions script. (Appendix A)
3. Mass flux inlet user-defined boundary condition. (this condition is in-built in
Eilmer4)
These scripts were the input for a symmetric CHT model with reactions and ignition.
Another Eilmer4 bug was identified here. One of the outputs specified by Eilmer4
for the solid domain was ’velocity’. This was physically incorrect and caused the post-
processing program, ParaView, to crash. This bug was quickly rectified by the developers.
The result from the simulation showed a negative velocity profile at the inlet with
magnitudes of 102 m/s. Downstream of the ignition zone showed similar magnitudes in
the positive direction initially, before also becoming negative (observed velocities shown
in Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Velocity over time for history points in the channel.
Images of the temperature profile in the chamber over the first 0.06 ms are shown in
Figure 5.2. The ignition zone is shown starting a flame, which then wavers downstream,
before moving upstream to exit the combustor via the inlet. This is due to the velocity
gradient pulling the hot gas towards the inlet.
Figure 5.2: a-d - Temperature contours for initial simulation attempt. a:0.005, b:0.020,
c:0.035, d:0.045 ms . Solid wall not shown.
By observing concentration distributions for CH4, CO and H2O, it concluded that there
was no flow entering the combustor. Also, the CH4 concentration recorded at 6 mm along
the combustor falls to zero initially as the hot gases from the flame pass this region,
then they rise back to the concentration of the un-burnt mixture. If the flow was moving
downstream, the concentration of CH4 would be expected to remain at zero downstream
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of the flame. This confirms the behaviour seen in the velocity profile.
Figure 5.3: Methane concentration at history points along channel.
The simulation was simplified to identify the cause of the reversed flow.
5.2 Simple Flow
The reactions, ignition zone and conjugate walls were removed from the simulation
and a cold (300 K) gas flow with cold walls was tested. A no slip, fixed temperature
boundary condition was set at the edge of the fluid domain to act as a wall. This mimics
the viscous interaction with the wall, but allows the flow to remain adiabatic. Figure 5.4
shows the final velocity profile after approximately 0.5 ms of simulated time. This profile
developed gradually and clearly. It shows a good correlation with an expected physical
result. The main region of flow has a velocity of approximately 2 m/s and the region of
flow experiencing viscous interaction with the wall is slowed to 1.0 m/s.
The next step was to introduce energy into the flow by increasing the wall temperature.
A hyperbolic tangent function is used to ramp the temperature from 300 K at the inlet
to Tmax of 305 K at the outlet.
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Figure 5.4: Velocity profile for cold gas flow with no slip.
5.3 Hyperbolic Tangent Boundary Condition
The developed flow profile from the cold flow simulation was used as a starting point for
the next step. This was done to reduce the simuation time. The wall boundary condition
was updated to a hyperbolic tangent temperature function. The temperature was varied
from 300 K at the inlet, to 305 K at the outlet, with the midpoint of the ramp occurring
at 30% of the combustor length.The ramp was positioned to decrease the likelihood of
causing an interaction with the inlet boundary. The small ∆T was chosen so that the
complexity of the system could be increased gradually. The temperature profile is shown
in Figure 5.5.
The velocity profile for this case showed a the gas reaching speeds of 2x102 m/s in
the upstream direction. Figure 5.7 shows the velocity at the history points over the
simulation. The plot led to the conclusion that the gas was drawn out of the channel via
the inlet. For a brief period between 2.5x10−5 ms and 4.5x10−5 ms, the velocity stabilises
at 2 mm and 4 mm, before continuing to increase in negative magnitude. At this time,
the pressure gradient in the channel reverses trend, from negative to positive (see Figure
5.6).
Figure 5.5: Temperature profile for channel with hyperbolic tangent north wall.
The simulation was re-run with a higher temperature differential. A pressure wave was
noticed from a temperature profile, driving the flow back upstream at the sound speed
of the mixture. As the simulation time was extended, the magnitude of the velocity
increased, blocking any flow from entering the chamber. In standard pipe flow, when the
flow is suddenly blocked, a pressure wave propagates upstream at the sound speed of the
fluid. When it reaches the reservoir most of the energy is absorbed by the reservoir. Some
is reflected and the same behaviour occurs, sending a pressure wave back downstream
[34]. This process continues until the inflow velocity overcomes the energy of the pressure
wave, which dissipates due to viscous interactions.
It was inferred that the increase in temperature was raising the internal energy of the
flow at the point 30% of the chamber length. This caused a rapid expansion of the flow,
generating the pressure wave.
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Figure 5.6: Pressure along channel with hyperbolic tangent temperature profile.
Figure 5.7: Velocity along channel for hyperbolic tangent temperature profile, T-min=300
K, T-max=305 K.
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The boundary condition on the inlet was the ’FromStagnation’ condition. This is sup-
posed to represent a large reservoir by supplying a mass flux at the inlet. However, it
cannot absorb the energy from the pressure wave so it reflects all of it downstream and
the system relies on viscous dissipation only to damp the pressure waves. When the pres-
sure wave impacted the inlet, the boundary should have reflected it back downstream to
maintain the prescribed mass flux. On consultation with Eilmer4 developers it was found
the boundary condition was not checking the direction of flow across the boundary, only
its magnitude.
When the velocity is too high to deliver the required mass flux, the BC drops the stag-
nation pressure governing the boundary. As the flow was moving in the wrong direction,
instead of moving the conditions closer to the required flux, the pressure at the inlet was
being constantly dropped. Once it was lower than the pressure at the outlet, the flow
direction reverses. The BC was updated to stop flow from passing back upstream.
This solved the issue of flow direction and stable velocity profiles were established for
small ∆T hyperbolic tangent conditions.
5.4 Updated Geometry
Although the reverse flow issue was solved, pressure waves in the channel were introducing
challenges with determining settling time. It was unknown if the pressure waves would
have an effect on establishing a stable flame during later simulations, so an attempt to
achieve settling was made. The geometry of the simulation was changed to match that
used by Kang et al. [21]. The geometry is shown in Figure 5.8. This was done so that
predictions could be made on settling times.
A secondary reason for changing the geometry was to perform non-symmetric simu-
lations, in order to capture more accurate thermal coupling and combustion behaviour
[4].
When implementing the geometry change, a limitation in Eilmer4 was discovered. The
CHT is currently only configured for cases where the north face of the fluid block contacts
the south face of a solid block. It will not work in other arrangements. This is why the
blocking for the lower combustion chamber is in reverse order (see Figure 4.2). With
assistance from Dr Rowan Gollan, the orientation of the blocks was switched. This meant
that the two rows of fluid blocks met on south-south boundaries, and the lower combustion
chamber had the ’east’ face as the inlet.
This identified another bug in the program. Whilst the reverse flow bug had been fixed
on the west boundary, it persisted on the east boundary. This was due to the way that
Eilmer interprets the cell normals. The fix for the reverse flow on the ’FromStagnation’
BC relies on this interpretation. Because the cell orientation was changed, Eilmer was no
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Figure 5.8: Non-symmetric geometry with history points.
longer checking the direction of flow at the inlet, so the first pressure wave to impact the
inlet caused it to begin the reversed flow regime. The result was the velocity profile shown
in Figure 5.9. This issue was rectified by the developers so that the ’FromStagnation’ BC
could be used as an inlet at any cell face.
Figure 5.9: Velocity profile of fluid domain showing reverse flow in the lower chamber;
temperature profile on the solid domain - CHT boundaries.
5.4.1 Hyperbolic Tangent Condition
A case with a hyperbolic tangent temperature profile was run on the non-symmetric
geometry. The temperature was increased from 300 K to 1000 K at 30% of the channel
length. Reactions were not in use, so although the peak temperature is above the ignition
point of methane, there was no flame. Figure 5.10 shows the behaviour of the hot gases
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over the first 0.75 ms. It is clear that there are effects in the chamber that would be lost
in a simulation where symmetry is used. These effects may play a role in establishing a
stable flame.
Figure 5.10: a-d - Temperature profiles for non-symmetric hyperbolic tangent walls (a:
0.05 ms, b: 0.25 ms, c: 0.50 ms, d: 0.75 ms).
5.5 Hot Walls
Fixed temperature walls were used to develop stable flow fields before conjugate walls or
reactions were reintroduced. Simulations at 300, 500, 800 and 1000 K were run and the
settling times examined. The history points at 2, 4 and 6 mm provided data along the
channels. Using the ’Fixed T’ BC can simulate flows with warm walls but will not cause
thermal quenching.
5.5.1 300 Degrees
From Figure 5.11 the pressure waves vary by approximately 300 Pa at the start of the
simulation, and dissipate by roughly 50 Pa after 0.4 ms. The total ∆P from inlet to
outlet at the initial timestep is only 3 Pa - the pressure waves are 100 times this value.
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The history point at 6 mm only records very low oscillations in comparison to the 2 and
4 mm measurement. This is likely due to the history point being in the cell next to the
boundary. The boundary uses the adjacent two rows of cells arrest flow at the boundary.
Figure 5.11: Pressure along channel with walls fixed at 300 K.
The velocity profile is stable after 0.4 ms. It shows viscous interaction on both walls
and the velocity in the centre of the channel increasing with positive x-position.
The temperature profile for this case is a uniform 300 K, which is expected as no heat is
being added to the flow.
Figure 5.12: Velocity profile for channel with walls set to 300 K.
For the remaining hot wall simulations, the temperature and velocity profiles will be
considered independently and the plots of pressure and velocity along the channel will be
compared.
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5.5.2 500 Degrees
The temperature profile for this case seems acceptable (Figure 5.13). The cold incoming
flow can be seen at the inlet, before wall heat transfers into the flow, heating the core to
approximately 450 K. This is the final timestep at 0.3 ms.
Figure 5.13: Temperature profile for channel with walls set to 500 K and flow T of 300 K.
The velocity profile has some points of interest. From approximately 30% of the channel
length to the outlet, the velocity profile is similar to the 300 K case, although the maximum
velocity in the core flow is slightly higher. Around the inlet, there is some fluctuation in
the velocity magnitude and direction. Notably, there are 6-10 cell on the boundary which
exhibit reverse flow. The 800 K case was started to see if this issue persisted or intensified
with hotter walls.
Figure 5.14: Velocity profile for channel with walls set to 500 K.
5.5.3 800 Degrees
The temperature profile for the 800 K wall simulation presents a similar result to that
of the 500 K wall. This simulation was also run for 0.3 ms.
Figure 5.15: Temperature profile for channel with walls set to 800 K and flow T of 300 K.
The velocity profile at the final timestep shows more flow disturbance than the 500 K
case. There are adverse velocity gradients between some of the cells.
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Figure 5.16: Velocity profile for channel with walls set to 800 K.
5.5.4 1000 Degrees
As all of the temperature profiles show similar results, it was assumed that this param-
eter was stabilising relatively quickly in comparison to the velocity or pressure. The 1000
K wall profile follows trend.
Figure 5.17: Temperature profile for channel with walls set to 1000 K and inflow T of 300
K.
Figure 5.18: Velocity profile for walls fixed at 1000 K.
The 1000 K case was run for 0.6 ms. It shows a significant reduction in the adverse
velocities near the inlet. A longer test time allows the velocity profile to settle, and for
the inlet area to establish more cleanly, even with the hotter walls.
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5.5.5 Pressures and Velocities at History Points
Figure 5.19 shows the pressure at the 4 mm history point for each wall temperature:
500 K, 800 K and 1000 K.
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Figure 5.19: Pressure at 4 mm channel length for wall heat cases - 500, 800 1000 K.
For each increase in wall temperature, the initial pressure recorded increases, as does
the amplitude of the largest peak. All three simulations show similar patterns in the
pressure variation, although the 800 K and 1000 K pressures peak fractionally earlier
than the 500 K peaks. Significant settling occurs after 0.15 ms for all wall temperatures.
Interestingly, the plot for 1000 K begins to smooth first, followed by the 800 K plot, then
the 500 K smooths last - around 0.25 ms. All simulations were performed on the same
grid, with the same inflow conditions, so this result is unexpected. It may indicate that
hotter temperature flows are better able to cope with the pressure waves.
Figure 5.20 shows the pressure plot for the 1000 K case separately. By 0.75 ms the
pressure appears to have almost settled. The wall clock for this simulation reached 12.5
hours, running on 8 cores. This indicates that running a CHT case with reactions on this
geometry will be computationally expensive - however, using this established flow field
may help to reduce the total simulation time.
The velocity plot shows a similar trend to the pressure plot. However, the 500 K case
settles faster than the hotter cases and has a longer period of oscillation for the gradient
changes.
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Figure 5.20: Pressure along channel with walls fixed at 1000 K.
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Figure 5.21: Velocity at 4 mm channel length for each of wall heat cases - 500, 800 1000
K.
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5.6 Reverse Flow Bug Fixes
Two methods were trialled to address the pressure waves and reverse flow at the inlet.
The first was double the number of cells to make a finer mesh. This reduces the travel
of data during each timestep, thus capturing more of the behaviour. The second method
was to build an inlet region with slip walls to reduce the numerical complexity at the
inlet.
5.6.1 Fine Grids
Fine grids were simulated for the 500 K and 1000 K cases. For both simulations, the
final timestep from the coarse mesh was used as the initial flow condition.
Figure 5.22: Temperature profile with fine grid and 500 K walls.
Figure 5.23: Temperature profile with fine grid and 1000 K walls.
The temperature profiles show similar results to those from the coarse grid. There are
subtle difference in the shape of the profile around the cold inflow gas, however this is
reasonably well approximated by the coarse grid.
Figure 5.24: Velocity profile with fine grid and 500 K walls.
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Figure 5.25: Velocity profile with fine grid and 1000 K walls.
The velocity profile for the 500 K case does not vary significantly from the coarse grid
profile. However the fine grid velocity profile for the 1000 K wall case is much more
refined.
Although increasing the fidelity of the grid improved the smoothness of velocity vari-
ation, it failed to remove the sections of reverse flow at the inlet. This issue is likely due
to numerical errors as the cells at the inlet are trying to satisfy a number of conditions.
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Figure 5.26: Pressure along channel with fine grid and 1000 K walls.
With regards to the pressure plot, the fine grid produced an interesting result. The
simulation time for the fine grid was double that of the coarse grid, however the pressure
is still oscillating rapidly. The fine grid result does not appear to be dissipating either.
Comparing the plots directly, it became very clear that the fine grid actually performed
worse than the coarse grid. A possible explanation for this is that the coarseness of
the original grid helps to dampen the pressure waves. The pressure waves are shown
to dissipate because some behaviour is lost during the transport across the cell. This
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Figure 5.27: Overlay of fine and coarse pressure plots.
indicates that the coarser mesh may be preferable to establishing a settled profile before
introducing reactions.
The velocity date supports the findings from the pressure plot. Whilst the initial
magnitude of the velocity is lower for the fine grid, the ongoing oscillations have larger
amplitudes and smaller periods.
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Figure 5.28: Velocity along channel with fine grid and 1000 K walls.
5.6.2 Slip Inlet
The geometry for the slip inlet simulation is shown in Figure 5.29. Using the slip
walls reduces complexity of the conditions required in the cells near to the inlet boundary
at the top and bottom corners. The corner cells are trying to satisfy a temperature and
viscous condition on the north face and a zero velocity condition on the west face from the
inlet BC. As the solver must reduce this to an average at the cell-center, some numerical
inconsistencies are to be expected.
Figure 5.29: Geometry and boundary conditions used for the slip inlet simulations.
The resulting velocity and temperature profiles for the 1000 K slip inlet are shown in
Figures 5.30 and 5.31 respectively. The velocity profile shows some recirculation of the
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flow in the inlet region. There is a section mid channel at the start of the combustion
chamber where flow is moving upstream, out of the area where the hot wall is in effect.
This explains why the temperature profile shows a region of warmer gas in the inlet.
Figure 5.30: Velocity profile for the slip inlet case with 1000 K walls.
Figure 5.31: Temperature profile for 1000 K inflow, slip inlet simulation.
Comparing the settling times of the original geometry with the coarse mesh and the
slip inlet, the slip inlet provides a slight advantage. The peak amplitudes of the pressure
waves are smaller by approximately 5000 Pa. The slip inlet also appears to settle faster,
with the amplitude at 0.4 ms roughly matching the original geometry’s amplitude at 0.6
ms and the period of the pressure waves with the slip inlet being approximately 0.05 ms
slower.
The exact geometry of the slip inlet may need to be modified to produce a better
velocity profile with less recirculation. Hua et al [10] use an inlet region which is half the
depth of the combustion chamber. This configuration may stop the slip flow along the
wall from running directly into the viscous region, thus reducing the reverse flow at the
combustion chamber inlet.
All other simulations were performed using the original geometry as they were run in
parallel with the slip inlet simulation.
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Figure 5.32: Pressure at history points for the slip inlet simulation
Figure 5.33: Detail view of pressure oscillations.
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5.7 Conjugate Heat Transfer with Developed Flow -
Insulating Walls
CHT walls were introduced to the simulation with low thermal conductivity values
(k=0.1 W/m2K)such that they acted as insulators. The walls were also pre-heated and
the developed flow from the previous cases was used as the initial flow condition to reduce
settling time. The coarse grid of 80 x 20 cells was used. It was inferred that conjugate
walls at similar temperature should have almost no effect on the flow profile if the pressure
waves and velocity gradients seen in the first simulations (Section 5.1) were due to complex
thermal coupling. If the reintroduction of CHT produced large velocity gradients, further
investigation of the implementation of CHT in Eilmer would be required.
As shown in Figures 5.34, 5.35 and 5.36, the conjugate walls had almost no effect on
the velocity profiles in comparison to the corresponding fixed temperature walls (Figures
5.12, 5.14 and 5.16).
Figure 5.34: Velocity profile for 300 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
Figure 5.35: Velocity profile for 500 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
Figure 5.36: Velocity profile for 800 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
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Figure 5.37: Temperature profile for 300 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
Figure 5.38: Temperature profile for 500 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
The temperature profiles are also sensible. The simulations were run for roughly 1 ms.
At the final timestep, the temperature gradients for the 500 K and 800 K cases show a
smooth transfer of some heat into the flow, particularly near the inlet where the cold flow
enters the chamber.
The results for these simulations provided reasonable confidence in the stability of the
developed flow cases. The reactions and ignition were turned on for a simulation with
CHT.
5.8 Ignition
Using an ignition zone at 2000 K, conjugate walls preheated to 1400 K and k=0.1 W/m2K
and the J-L 4-step reduced reaction mechanism, combustion was achieved. Figure 5.40a
shows the ignition zone starting at 75% of the channel length. Over the next 2.5 ms, the
flame propagates upstream, wavers, then moves back down the channel. It loses some
heat, however remains above the ignition temperature.
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Figure 5.39: Temperature profile for 800 K low k conjugate walls with 300 K inflow.
The location of the flame is confirmed by the presence of CO radicals which form and
are then consumed during combustion [35].
The plot of methane consumption and water production in Figure 5.42 correlates well
with the temperature and CO profiles. The complete consumption of methane at the 2
mm mark is shown when the concentration falls to 0. Near 1.2 ms the concentration of
methane increases to approximately 0.01 mol/m3. H2 production is also falling at this
time.
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Figure 5.40: a-d - Temperature profiles for full conjugate case with ignition (a: 0.01 ms,
b: 0.25 ms, c: 0.40 ms, d: 0.55 ms, e: 0.7 ms, f: 1.0 ms, g: 1.25 ms).
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Figure 5.41: a-d - CO concentration profiles following ignition. CHT with insulating walls
(a: 0.25 ms, b: 0.50 ms, c: 0.75 ms, d: 1.0 ms, e: 1.25 ms).
Figure 5.42: H2O and CH4 concentrations at history points.
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The final timestep was recorded at 4.3 ms. The temperature and CO concentration
profiles are shown in Figures 5.43 and 5.44. The temperature has dropped below the
auto ignition temperature at this time and the concentration of CO has dropped to 0.017
mol/m3. The flame appeared to quench thermally and suffer blow-out.
The temperature profile in Figure 5.43 shows that there is still some heat recirculation
from the wall into the incoming flow. However the wall temperature has also dropped
below the ignition point of the flow, so cannot revive the flame.
Figure 5.43: Temperature profile at 2.5 ms simulation time.
Figure 5.44: CO concentration profile at 2.5 ms simulation time.
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The pressure continues to oscillates during combustion. There does not appear to be
any correlation between the location of the flame and the amplitude of the pressure wave
at the same location. This may suggest that the flame exists independently of the pressure
waves.
Figure 5.45: Pressure along channel for full conjugate case with ignition.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This project sought to develop a process to demonstrate micro combustion using the
compressible flow solver Eilmer4. This was achieved, although the flame was not stable. A
number of bugs and limitations in Eilmer4 were also identified. The following conclusions
were drawn:
• Micro combustion with CHT is currently possible in Eilmer4.
• Using a developed flow profile from simpler simulations reduces settling time, leading
to a more stable combustion chamber environment.
• Use of a slip inlet improves the velocity and pressure profiles but requires refinement.
• Fine grids smooth the velocity profile but prolong the presence of pressure waves.
Fine grids could be used on a settled, developed flow.
• Pressure waves do not appear to directly influence the flame, however, they are not
representative of the physical conditions in micro combustion chamber.
The bugs and limitations uncovered in Eilmer4 were:
• Solving a solid domain for velocity. Resolved
• Reverse flow across the boundary of the ’FromStagnation’ BC. Resolved
• ’FromStagnation’ implementation not correct on all cell faces. Resolved
• No absorption of pressure wave energy across boundary. Limitation at this time
• Conjugate heat transfer is only programmed for one fluid-solid block arrangement.
Limitation at this time
6.1 Recommendations for Future Work
Future projects on the topic of micro combustion that could follow-on from this investi-
gation include:
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• Implementation of ’Artificial Compressibilty’ techniques in Eilmer4.
• Analysis of the impact of wall heat transfer on the stability of flames suing Eilmer4.
• Implementation of the DRM-19 reduced reaction mechanism.
• Micro combustion of other hydrocarbon fuels.
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Appendices
A CHT Script from Eilmer3
B UDF Reactions File
C UDF Hypertangent Wall
D Original Geometry
E CHT with Ignition
F Hot wall with mass flux
G Simple cold flow with mass flux
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APPENDIX A - CHT Script from Eilmer3
title = "Aaron Final Conjugate Prep File"
-- file: A-Final-COnrig-Prep-4.lua
-- Author: Britt Chambers, adjusted from Aaron O'Connell 2015
-- Date: 7 Aug 2017
-- This script is a conversion of Aaron O'Connell's Appendix I Conjugate Heat File Simulations prep file
-- configuration data
config.title = "Aaron Final Conjugate Prep File"
print(config.title)
config.dimensions = 2 -- 2D sim
config.axisymmetric = false -- not an axisymmetric case - need to check what '0' is for E3
config.viscous = true
config.viscous_delay = 0.0 -- necessary?
config.flux_calculator = "ausm_plus_up"
config.mass_diffusion_model = 'ficks_first_law'--JL4???
config.gasdynamic_update_scheme = 'classic-rk3'
config.cfl_value = 0.2
config.max_time = 5.0e-3
config.max_step = 1.0e+7
config.dt_init = 1.0e-9
config.dt_plot = config.max_time/500
config.dt_history = 1.0e-6
config.udf_source_terms = true
config.udf_source_terms_file = '4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua' --place holder
--config.print_count = 20
-- select gas model 
nsp, nmodes, gm = setGasModel('4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua') -- prep-gas should be right now
print("Gas model to methane-air. nsp = ", nsp, "nmodes = ", nmodes)
--dofile('constants-CH4.txt')
--setGasModel('thermally-perfect-gas') - shouldn't need this, written this way in mms files
-- set combustion mechanism
config.reacting = true
config.reacting_file = "udf-source-4step.lua"
config.reaction_time_delay = 0.0
--reacting = true
--reactions_file = "udf-source-4step.lua")
--reaction_time_delay = 0.0
----------------------------------------------
-- set initial parameters
P_total = 101.328e+3 -- Pa 
P_ambient = 101.325e+3 --Pa
T_total = 300.0 --K
T_wall = 1800 --K
v_flow = 0.6 --m/s
--gmod = get_gas_model_ptr() 
molef_i = {'N2': 2.0*3.76, 'CH4': 1.0, 'O2': 2.0} ##stoich combustion
mf = gmod.to_massf(molef_i)  --changes to mass fraction ## check braces
-------------------------------------------------
-- initial flow state
initial = Flowstate:new{P = P_ambient, T = T_total, u = v_flow, v = 0.0, massf = mi}
inflow = Flowstate:new{P = P_total, T = T_total, u = v_flow, v = 0.0, massf = mi}
------------------------------------------------
-- Geometry Flow Domain
-- e--------f
-- | solid  |
-- b--------d
-- |  flow  |
-- a--------c
mm = 1.0e-3
X0 = 0.0
X1 = 10.0*mm
Y0 = 0.0
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Y1 = 0.5*mm
YW = 0.5*mm
--NODES-----------------------------------------
--Inlet zone
--a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0}
--b = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1}
--Combustor
a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0, label = A}
b = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1, label = B}
c = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y0, label = C}
d = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1, label = D}
--Upper wall
e = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1+YW}
f = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1+YW}
--LINES
ac = Line:new{p0=a, p1=c}
ab = Line:new{p0=a, p1=b}
cd = Line:new{p0=c, p1=d}
bd = Line:new{p0=b, p1=d}
be = Line:new{p0=b, p1=e}
ef = Line:new{p0=e, p1=f}
df = Line:new{p0=d, p1=f}
-- Make Patches (Blocks) using structured grid---------
quad0 = makePatch{north=bd, east=cd, south=ac, west=ab}
quad1 = makePatch{north=ef, east=df, south=bd, west=be}
-- Mesh Patches --------------------------------------
nx0=300 --Aaron's says "int(200*n)" where n=1.5 
nx1=15
ny = 32
-- Combustion Chamber
grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad0, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Wall
grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad1, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
--define flow solution blocks and set boundary conditions
--Combustion Chamber
blk0 = SBlockArray{grid=grid0, fillCondition=initial, 
bcList = east = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_out=P_ambient},
south = WallBC_WithSlip:new{},
west = InFlowBC_Subsonic:new{flowCondition=inflow},
label = flow}} 
--Wall -- 
blk1 = SolidBlock:new{grid=grid1, initTemperature=solidFillFn,
      properties={rho=rho_s, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}} 
blk1.bcList[north] = SolidUserDefinedBC:new{fileName='udf-solid-bc.lua'}
blk1.bcList[east] = SolidUserDefinedBC:new{fileName='udf-solid-bc.lua'}
blk1.bcList[west] = SolidUserDefinedBC:new{fileName='udf-solid-bc.lua'}
identifyBlockConnections()
--Heat Zone -- Ignition Zone - no heatzone in E4
g = Vector3:new{x=X0+1*mm, y=Y1, label = G}
IgnitionZone:new{p0=a, p1=g, T=200} --using ignition temp suggestion in E4 documentation. Aaron's script specifies 
1e10 W/m^3 heat addition using heatzone.
config.ignition_time_start = 0.0
config.ignition_time_stop = 0.1e-3
-- History Points -- 
setHistoryPoint{x=-0.003, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP1}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.002, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP2}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.003, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP3}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.004, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP4}
-- Conjugate Heat trans config items-- no E4 translation
--config.#conjugate_ht_flag = 1
--config.#conjugate_ht_file = "solid.config"
--config.#conjugate_ht_coupling = "QFS_QWS"
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APPENDIX B – UDF Reactions File
-- Build the Jones-Linstedt udf into E4 script.
--\file udf-source-4step.lua
-- Author: Andrew Jensen
-- Edited: Britt Chambers
-- Date: 22-08-17
--print ("starting ignition file")
-- Ignition Zone
T_ig = 1450.0 -- K
ignition_time_start = 1.0e-6
ignition_time_stop = 1.0e-3
x_min = 1.0e-3
x_max = 2.0e-3
-- Finite rate data for methane
R = 8.314 --universal gas constant [J/mol.k]
A1 = 0.44e12*0.001^0.75 -- reaction frequency factor [m^3/mol]^0.75*(1/s)
A2 = 0.030e9*0.001     -- reaction frequency factor [m^3/mol]^1*(1/s)
A3 = 0.68e16*0.001^0.75 -- reaction frequency factor [m^3/mol]^0.75*(1/s)
A4 = 2.75e9*0.001 -- reaction frequency factor [m^3/mol]^1*(1/s)
E1 = 30000.0*4.184 -- activation energy [J/mol]
E2 = 30000.0*4.184 -- activation energy [J/mol]
E3 = 40000.0*4.184 -- activation energy [J/mol]
E4 = 20000.0*4.184 -- activation energy [J/mol]
--print("before mol masses")
molMasses = gmodel:molMasses()
function sourceTerms(t, cell)
   --print ("start function")
   -- Table of concentrations [mol/m^3]
   conc = gmodel:massf2conc(cell.rho, cell.massf)
   local T_rate=cell.T
--T_rate = Q*T -- Set to regular temperature, as default
   if (t >= ignition_time_start) and (t <= ignition_time_stop) then
   if (cell.x >= x_min) and (cell.x <= x_max) then
       -- Yes, we are in the ignition zone, and in the allowable time
          T_rate = T_ig
        end
    end
--print ("finished if statement")   
   -- Arrhenius reaction rate [mol/m^3*s]
   JL1 = (A1*math.exp(-E1/(R*T_rate)))*conc['CH4']^0.5*conc['O2']^1.25
   JL2 = (A2*math.exp(-E2/(R*T_rate)))*conc['CH4']*conc['H2O']
   JL3 = (A3*((T_rate)^(-1))*math.exp(-E3/(R*T_rate)))*conc['H2']^0.25*conc['O2']^1.5
   JL4 = (A4*math.exp(-E4/(R*T_rate)))*conc['CO']*conc['H2O']
   src = {}
   src.mass = 0
   src.momentum_x = 0
   src.momentum_y = 0
   src.momentum_z = 0
   src.total_energy = 0
   -- Net rate of species density change [kg/m^3*s]
   -- Species = [0:N2, 1:CH4, 2:O2, 3:CO, 4:H2, 5:H2O, 6:CO2]
   src.species = {}
   src.species['N2'] = 0.0
   src.species['CH4'] = -JL1*molMasses['CH4']*1.0 - JL2*molMasses['CH4']*1.0
   src.species['O2'] = -JL1*molMasses['O2']*0.5 - JL3*molMasses['O2']*0.5
   src.species['CO'] = JL1*molMasses['CO']*1.0 + JL2*molMasses['CO']*1.0 - JL4*molMasses['CO']*1.0 
   src.species['H2'] = JL1*molMasses['H2']*2.0 + JL4*molMasses['H2']*3.0 - JL3*molMasses['H2']*1.0 + 
JL4*molMasses['H2']*1.0
   src.species['H2O'] = -JL2*molMasses['H2O']*1.0 + JL3*molMasses['H2O']*1.0 - JL4*molMasses['H2O']*1.0
   src.species['CO2'] = JL4*molMasses['CO2']*1.0 
   return src
end
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APPENDIX C – UDF Hypertangent Wall
-- udf-wall.lua
-- Lua script for the user-defined functions 
-- called by the UserDefinedBC boundary condition.
-- Updated for Eilmer4 by RJG
-- Date: 2017-09-10
TLeft = 300.0 -- K
TRight = 1000.0 -- K
xC = 1.8e-3
function reflect_normal_velocity(ux, vy, cosX, cosY)
   -- Copied from cns_bc.h.
   un = ux * cosX + vy * cosY;     -- Normal velocity
   vt = -ux * cosY + vy * cosX;    -- Tangential velocity
   un = -un;                       -- Reflect normal component
   ux = un * cosX - vt * cosY;     -- Back to Cartesian coords
   vy = un * cosY + vt * cosX;
   return ux, vy
end
function ghostCells(args)
   -- Function that returns the flow state for a ghost cell
   -- for use in the inviscid flux calculations.
   -- args contains t, x, y, z, csX, csY, csZ, i, j, k, boundaryId
   i = args.i; j = args.j; k = args.k
   cell0 = sampleFluidCell(blkId, i, j, k)
   cell0.velx, cell0.vely = reflect_normal_velocity(cell0.velx, cell0.vely, args.csX, args.csY)
   -- For north boundary:
   j = j - 1
   cell1 = sampleFluidCell(blkId, i, j, k)
   cell1.velx, cell1.vely = reflect_normal_velocity(cell1.velx, cell1.vely, args.csX, args.csY)
   return cell0, cell1
end
function interface(args)
   -- Function that returns the conditions at the boundary 
   -- when viscous terms are active.
   --
   -- args contains t, x, y, z, csX, csY, csZ, i, j, k, which_boundary
   -- First copy flow properties from nearby cell.
   -- i,j,k are indices of the cell adjacent to the interface at the boundary.
   iface = sampleFluidCell(blkId, args.i, args.j, args.k)
   -- Set velocities to 0.0 at the wall
   iface.velx = 0.0
   iface.vely = 0.0
   -- Compute temperature based on position 'x'
   local T
   local x = args.x
   if (x < 0.0) then
      T = TLeft
   elseif (x >= 0.0 and x <= 0.006) then
      T = ((TRight-TLeft)*(1-math.exp(-1.0e4*(x-xC)))/(1+math.exp(-1.0e4*(x-xC)))+(TRight+TLeft))/2 
--hypertangent profile
   else
      T = TRight
   end
   iface.T = T
   return iface
end
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APPENDIX D – Original Geometry
title = "Aaron Final Conjugate Prep File"
-- file: A-Final-Config-Prep-4.lua
-- Author: Britt Chambers, adjusted from Aaron O'Connell 2015
-- Date: 7 Aug 2017
-- configuration data
config.title = "Aaron Final Conjugate Prep File"
print(config.title)
config.dimensions = 2 -- 2D sim
config.axisymmetric = false
config.viscous = true
config.flux_calculator = "ausm_plus_up"
config.mass_diffusion_model = 'ficks_first_law'
config.gasdynamic_update_scheme = 'classic-rk3'
config.cfl_value = 0.2
config.apply_bcs_in_parallel = false
config.max_time = 5.0e-3
config.max_step = 100
config.dt_init = 1.0e-9
config.dt_plot = config.max_time/500
config.dt_history = 1.0e-6
-- select gas model 
nsp, nmodes, gm = setGasModel('4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua') 
print(getmetatable(gm))
print("Gas model to methane-air. nsp = ", nsp, "nmodes = ", nmodes)
-- set combustion mechanism
config.udf_source_terms = true
config.udf_source_terms_file = "udf-source-4step-MODIFIED.lua"
----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- set initial parameters
P_total = 101.328e+3 -- Pa 
P_ambient = 101.325e+3 --Pa
T_total = 300.0 --K
T_wall = 1800. --K
v_flow = 0.6 --m/s
rho = 1.12 --kg/m^3
k_s = 10. --W/m^2
Cp_s = 1000.0
molef = {['N2']=2.0*3.76, ['CH4']=1.0, ['O2']=2.0} --stoich combustion
mf = gm:molef2massf(molef)
stag = FlowState:new{T=T_total, p=P_ambient, massf=mf}
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- initial flow state
initial = FlowState:new{p = P_ambient, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
inflow = FlowState:new{p = P_total, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Geometry Flow Domain
-- e--------f
-- | solid  |
-- b--------d
-- |  flow  |
-- a--------c
mm = 1.0e-3
X0 = 0.0
X1 = 10.0*mm
Y0 = 0.0
Y1 = 0.5*mm
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YW = 0.5*mm
--NODES-----------------------------------------------------------------
--Inlet zone
--a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0}
--b = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1}
--Combustor
a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0, label = A}
b = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1, label = B}
c = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y0, label = C}
d = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1, label = D}
--Upper wall
e = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1+YW}
f = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1+YW}
--LINES
ac = Line:new{p0=a, p1=c}
ab = Line:new{p0=a, p1=b}
cd = Line:new{p0=c, p1=d}
bd = Line:new{p0=b, p1=d}
be = Line:new{p0=b, p1=e}
ef = Line:new{p0=e, p1=f}
df = Line:new{p0=d, p1=f}
-- Make Patches (Blocks) using structured grid---------------------------
quad0 = makePatch{north=bd, east=cd, south=ac, west=ab}
quad1 = makePatch{north=ef, east=df, south=bd, west=be}
-- Mesh Patches ---------------------------------------------------------
nx0=300  
nx1=15
ny = 32
-- Combustion Chamber
grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad0, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Wall
grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad1, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
--define flow solution blocks and set boundary conditions----------------------------------------
--Combustion Chamber
blk0 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid0, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
east = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_ambient},
south = WallBC_WithSlip:new{},
west = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     alpha=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=v_flow*rho, relax_factor=0.10},label = flow}}
--Wall
blk1 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid1, initTemperature=T_wall, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, 
nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{T_total},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{T_total},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{T_total},
label = solid}} 
identifyBlockConnections()
-- History Points 
setHistoryPoint{x=0.002, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP1}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.003, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP2}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.004, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP3}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.006, y=0.0, z=0.0, label=HP4}
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APPENDIX E – CHT with Ignition
title = "conjugate wall pre heated with ignition"
-- file: ignition-mf-cht1400.lua
-- Author: Britt Chambers, adjusted from Aaron O'Connell 2015
-- Date: 18 Oct 2017
-- configuration data
config.title = "full-case"
print(config.title)
config.dimensions = 2
config.axisymmetric = false
config.viscous = true
config.flux_calculator = "ausm_plus_up"
config.mass_diffusion_model = 'ficks_first_law'
config.gasdynamic_update_scheme = 'classic-rk3'
config.cfl_value = 0.2
config.apply_bcs_in_parallel = false
config.max_time = 2.5e-3
config.max_step = 600000
config.dt_init = 1.0e-8
config.dt_plot = config.max_time/250
config.dt_history = 1.0e-5
config.print_count = 100
-- select gas model - created from prep-gas once then reused
nsp, nmodes, gm = setGasModel('4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua') 
print(getmetatable(gm))
print("Gas model to methane-air. nsp = ", nsp, "nmodes = ", nmodes)
-- set combustion mechanism
config.udf_source_terms = true
config.udf_source_terms_file = "udf-source-4step-MODIFIED.lua"
----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- set initial parameters
P_total = 101.328e+3 -- Pa 
P_ambient = 101.325e+3 --Pa
T_total = 300.0 --K
T_wall = 500.0 --K 
T_edge = 500.0 --K
v_flow = 0.6 --m/s
rho = 1.12 --kg/m^3
k_s = 0.1 --W/m^2
Cp_s = 1000.0
P_low = 101.325e+3 --Pa
molef = {['N2']=2.0*3.76, ['CH4']=1.0, ['O2']=2.0} --stoich combustion
mf = gm:molef2massf(molef) --convert to mass fractions
stag = FlowState:new{T=T_total, p=P_ambient, massf=mf}
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- initial flow state
initial = FlowSolution:new{jobName = 'jFlow-mf-Twall1000', nBlocks = 8, tindx='last'} --must run 'jFlow-
mf-Twall1000' first and make sure that solution is in the same folder as this script or re-route the path.
inflow = FlowState:new{p = P_total, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
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-- Geometry Flow Domain
--     N/S
--0.12 p--->----q
-- ^  ^
-- | solid 0|
--0.9 g--->----h
-- ^  N/S   ^
-- |  flow 1|
--0.6 e--->----f
-- V  S/N  V
-- |  flow 2|
--0.3 c--->----d
-- V  S/N  V all W/E
-- | solid 3|
--0.0 a--->----b 
--0.0    6.0
mm = 1.0e-3
X0 = 0.0
X1 = 6.0*mm
Y0 = 0.0
Y1 = 0.3*mm
Y2 = 0.6*mm
YW = 0.3*mm
--NODES-----------------------------------------------------------------
--Lower wall
a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0, label = A}
b = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y0, label = B}
--Lower chamber
c = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1, label = C}
d = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1, label = D}
-- Upper chamber
e = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=2*Y1, label = E}
f = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=2*Y1, label = F}
--Upper wall
g = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=3*Y1, label = G}
h = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=3*Y1, label = H}
--Top of upper wall
p = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=4*Y1, label = P}
q = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=4*Y1, label = Q}
--LINES that make up the edges of the domains
--Lower wall
ba = Line:new{p0=b, p1=a}
ca = Line:new{p0=c, p1=a}
db = Line:new{p0=d, p1=b}
--Lower chamber
dc = Line:new{p0=d, p1=c}
ec = Line:new{p0=e, p1=c}
fd = Line:new{p0=f, p1=d}
-- Upper chamber
ef = Line:new{p0=e, p1=f}; fe = ReversedPath:new{underlying_path=ef}
fh = Line:new{p0=f, p1=h}
eg = Line:new{p0=e, p1=g}
--Upper wall
gh = Line:new{p0=g, p1=h}
hq = Line:new{p0=h, p1=q}
gp = Line:new{p0=g, p1=p}
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--Top of upper wall
pq = Line:new{p0=p, p1=q}
-- Make Patches using structured grid---------------------------
quad0 = CoonsPatch:new{north=pq, south=gh, east=hq, west=gp}
quad1 = CoonsPatch:new{north=gh, south=ef, east=fh, west=eg}
quad2 = CoonsPatch:new{north=dc, south=fe, east=ec, west=fd}
quad3 = CoonsPatch:new{north=ba, south=dc, east=ca, west=db}
-- Mesh Patches ---------------------------------------------------------
nx0=80 --divisible by 8 for blocking
nx1=15
ny = 20
-- Upper wall
grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad0, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Upper chamber
grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad1, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower chamber
grid2 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad2, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower wall
grid3 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad3, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
--Blocks----------------------------------------
-- Upper wall
blk0 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid0, initTemperature=1400, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, nib=8, 
njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid0"}} 
-- Upper chamber
blk1 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid1, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
east = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
west = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.1222, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid1"}}
-- Lower Chamber
blk2 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid2, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
west = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
east = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.122, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid2"}}
-- Lower wall
blk3 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid3, initTemperature=1400, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, nib=8, 
njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid3"}} 
identifyBlockConnections()
-- History Points 
setHistoryPoint{x=0.000, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP5}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.002, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP6}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.004, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP7}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.006, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP8}
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APPENDIX F – Hot wall with mass flux
title = "simple-flow-vhot-wall"
-- file: jFlow.lua
-- Author: Britt Chambers, adjusted from Aaron O'Connell 2015
-- Date: 16 Oct 2017
-- cold gass flow with 1000 k wall preparation of developed flow
-- configuration data
config.title = "full-case"
print(config.title)
config.dimensions = 2
config.axisymmetric = false
config.viscous = true
config.flux_calculator = "ausm_plus_up"
config.mass_diffusion_model = 'ficks_first_law'
config.gasdynamic_update_scheme = 'classic-rk3'
config.cfl_value = 0.2
config.apply_bcs_in_parallel = false
config.max_time = 7.5e-4
config.max_step = 200000
config.dt_init = 1.0e-8
config.dt_plot = config.max_time/250
config.dt_history = 1.0e-6
--config.print_count = 20
-- select gas model 
nsp, nmodes, gm = setGasModel('4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua') -- prep-gas should be right now
print(getmetatable(gm))
print("Gas model to methane-air. nsp = ", nsp, "nmodes = ", nmodes)
-- set combustion mechanism
config.udf_source_terms = false --reactions turned off
--config.udf_source_terms_file = "udf-source-4step-MODIFIED.lua"
----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- set initial parameters
P_total = 101.328e+3 -- Pa 
P_ambient = 101.325e+3 --Pa
T_total = 300.0 --K
T_wall = 1400. --K hard coded in BC
T_edge = 500.0 --K
v_flow = 0.6 --m/s
rho = 1.12 --kg/m^3
k_s = 3.5 --W/m^2
Cp_s = 1000.0
P_low = 101.325e+3 --Pa
molef = {['N2']=2.0*3.76, ['CH4']=1.0, ['O2']=2.0} --stoich combustion
mf = gm:molef2massf(molef)
stag = FlowState:new{T=T_total, p=P_ambient, massf=mf}
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- initial flow state
initial = FlowSolution:new{jobName = 'jFlow-mf', nBlocks = 8, tindx='last'} -- need to run jFlow-mf first, 
otherwise change this to FlowState as below but set velx =0, and p=P_ambient
inflow = FlowState:new{p = P_total, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
--need to define an initial boundary condition?? 
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-- Geometry Flow Domain
--     N/S
--0.12 p--->----q
-- ^  ^
-- | solid 0|
--0.9 g--->----h
-- ^  N/S   ^
-- |  flow 1|
--0.6 e--->----f
-- V  S/N  V
-- |  flow 2|
--0.3 c--->----d
-- V  S/N  V all W/E
-- | solid 3|
--0.0 a--->----b 
--0.0    6.0
mm = 1.0e-3
X0 = 0.0
X1 = 6.0*mm
Y0 = 0.0
Y1 = 0.3*mm
Y2 = 0.6*mm
YW = 0.3*mm
--NODES-----------------------------------------------------------------
--Lower wall
a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0, label = A}
b = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y0, label = B}
--Lower chamber
c = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1, label = C}
d = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1, label = D}
-- Upper chamber
e = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=2*Y1, label = E}
f = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=2*Y1, label = F}
--Upper wall
g = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=3*Y1, label = G}
h = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=3*Y1, label = H}
--Top of upper wall
p = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=4*Y1, label = P}
q = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=4*Y1, label = Q}
--LINES
--Lower wall
ba = Line:new{p0=b, p1=a}
ca = Line:new{p0=c, p1=a}
db = Line:new{p0=d, p1=b}
--Lower chamber
dc = Line:new{p0=d, p1=c}
ec = Line:new{p0=e, p1=c}
fd = Line:new{p0=f, p1=d}
-- Upper chamber
ef = Line:new{p0=e, p1=f}; fe = ReversedPath:new{underlying_path=ef}
fh = Line:new{p0=f, p1=h}
eg = Line:new{p0=e, p1=g}
--Upper wall
gh = Line:new{p0=g, p1=h}
hq = Line:new{p0=h, p1=q}
gp = Line:new{p0=g, p1=p}
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--Top of upper wall
pq = Line:new{p0=p, p1=q}
-- Make Patches (Blocks) using structured grid---------------------------
quad0 = CoonsPatch:new{north=pq, south=gh, east=hq, west=gp}
quad1 = CoonsPatch:new{north=gh, south=ef, east=fh, west=eg}
quad2 = CoonsPatch:new{north=dc, south=fe, east=ec, west=fd}
quad3 = CoonsPatch:new{north=ba, south=dc, east=ca, west=db}
-- Mesh Patches ---------------------------------------------------------
nx0=80 --divisible by 8 for blocking
nx1=15
ny = 20
-- Upper wall
grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad0, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Upper chamber
grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad1, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower chamber
grid2 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad2, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower wall
grid3 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad3, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
--Blocks----------------------------------------
-- Upper wall - walls are turned off, fixed T boundaries in use
--[[ blk0 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid0, initTemperature=T_wall, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, 
nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid0"}} --]]
-- Upper chamber
blk1 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid1, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = WallBC_NoSlip_FixedT:new{Twall=1000},
east = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
west = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.1222, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid1"}}
-- Lower Chamber
blk2 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid2, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north= WallBC_NoSlip_FixedT:new{Twall=1000},
west = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
east = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.122, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid2"}}
--[[ -- Lower wall
blk3 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid3, initTemperature=T_wall, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, 
nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid3"}} --]]
identifyBlockConnections()
-- History Points 
setHistoryPoint{x=0.002, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP1}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.003, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP2}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.004, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP3}
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APPENDIX G – Simple cold flow with mass flux
title = "Just flow with mass flux"
-- file: jFlow.lua
-- Author: Britt Chambers, adjusted from Aaron O'Connell 2015
-- Date: 5 Oct 2017
-- simple cold gass flow to use as the intial condition for the full cht case
-- configuration data
config.title = "full-case"
print(config.title)
config.dimensions = 2 -- 2D sim
config.axisymmetric = false -- not an axisymmetric case - need to check what '0' is for E3
config.viscous = true
config.flux_calculator = "ausm_plus_up"
config.mass_diffusion_model = 'ficks_first_law'--JL4???
config.gasdynamic_update_scheme = 'classic-rk3'
config.cfl_value = 0.2
config.apply_bcs_in_parallel = false
config.max_time = 5.0e-3
config.max_step = 50000
config.dt_init = 1.0e-8
config.dt_plot = config.max_time/250
config.dt_history = 1.0e-6
--config.print_count = 20
-- select gas model 
nsp, nmodes, gm = setGasModel('4-step-air-gas-model-fixed.lua') -- prep-gas should be right now
print(getmetatable(gm))
print("Gas model to methane-air. nsp = ", nsp, "nmodes = ", nmodes)
-- set combustion mechanism
config.udf_source_terms = false
--config.udf_source_terms_file = "udf-source-4step-MODIFIED.lua"
----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- set initial parameters
P_total = 101.328e+3 -- Pa 
P_ambient = 101.325e+3 --Pa
T_total = 300.0 --K
T_wall = 1400. --K --hardcoded in the BC
T_edge = 500.0 --K
v_flow = 0.6 --m/s
rho = 1.12 --kg/m^3
k_s = 3.5 --W/m^2
Cp_s = 1000.0
P_low = 101.325e+3 --Pa
molef = {['N2']=2.0*3.76, ['CH4']=1.0, ['O2']=2.0} --stoich combustion
mf = gm:molef2massf(molef)
stag = FlowState:new{T=T_total, p=P_ambient, massf=mf}
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- initial flow state
initial = FlowState:new{p = P_ambient, T = T_total, velx=0.0, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
inflow = FlowState:new{p = P_total, T = T_total, velx=v_flow, vely = 0.0, massf = mf}
--need to define an initial boundary condition?? 
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-- Geometry Flow Domain
--     N/S
--0.12 p--->----q
-- ^  ^
-- | solid 0|
--0.9 g--->----h
-- ^  N/S   ^
-- |  flow 1|
--0.6 e--->----f
-- V  S/N  V
-- |  flow 2|
--0.3 c--->----d
-- V  S/N  V all W/E
-- | solid 3|
--0.0 a--->----b 
--0.0    6.0
mm = 1.0e-3
X0 = 0.0
X1 = 6.0*mm
Y0 = 0.0
Y1 = 0.3*mm
Y2 = 0.6*mm
YW = 0.3*mm
--NODES-----------------------------------------------------------------
--Lower wall
a = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y0, label = A}
b = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y0, label = B}
--Lower chamber
c = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=Y1, label = C}
d = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=Y1, label = D}
-- Upper chamber
e = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=2*Y1, label = E}
f = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=2*Y1, label = F}
--Upper wall
g = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=3*Y1, label = G}
h = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=3*Y1, label = H}
--Top of upper wall
p = Vector3:new{x=X0, y=4*Y1, label = P}
q = Vector3:new{x=X1, y=4*Y1, label = Q}
--LINES
--Lower wall
ba = Line:new{p0=b, p1=a}
ca = Line:new{p0=c, p1=a}
db = Line:new{p0=d, p1=b}
--Lower chamber
dc = Line:new{p0=d, p1=c}
ec = Line:new{p0=e, p1=c}
fd = Line:new{p0=f, p1=d}
-- Upper chamber
ef = Line:new{p0=e, p1=f}; fe = ReversedPath:new{underlying_path=ef}
fh = Line:new{p0=f, p1=h}
eg = Line:new{p0=e, p1=g}
--Upper wall
gh = Line:new{p0=g, p1=h}
hq = Line:new{p0=h, p1=q}
gp = Line:new{p0=g, p1=p}
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--Top of upper wall
pq = Line:new{p0=p, p1=q}
-- Make Patches (Blocks) using structured grid---------------------------
quad0 = CoonsPatch:new{north=pq, south=gh, east=hq, west=gp}
quad1 = CoonsPatch:new{north=gh, south=ef, east=fh, west=eg}
quad2 = CoonsPatch:new{north=dc, south=fe, east=ec, west=fd}
quad3 = CoonsPatch:new{north=ba, south=dc, east=ca, west=db}
-- Mesh Patches ---------------------------------------------------------
nx0=80 --divisible by 8 for blocking
nx1=15
ny = 20
-- Upper wall
grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad0, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Upper chamber
grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad1, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower chamber
grid2 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad2, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
-- Lower wall
grid3 = StructuredGrid:new{psurface=quad3, niv=nx0+1, njv=ny+1}
--Blocks----------------------------------------
-- Upper wall
--[[ blk0 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid0, initTemperature=T_wall, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, 
nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid0"}} --]]
-- Upper chamber
blk1 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid1, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = WallBC_NoSlip_FixedT:new{Twall=300},
east = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
west = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.1222, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid1"}}
-- Lower Chamber
blk2 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid2, fillCondition=initial, nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north= WallBC_NoSlip_FixedT:new{Twall=300},
west = OutFlowBC_FixedP:new{p_outside=P_low},
east = InFlowBC_FromStagnation:new{stagCondition=stag,
     direction_type="normal",
                                     direction_x=1.0, direction_y=0.0, direction_z=0.0,
                                     mass_flux=1.122, alpha=0.0, relax_factor=0.10},label = "fluid2"}}
--[[ -- Lower wall
blk3 = SolidBlockArray{grid=grid3, initTemperature=T_wall, properties={rho=rho, k=k_s, Cp=Cp_s}, 
nib=8, njb=1,
bcList = {
north = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},
east = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_total},
west = SolidFixedTBC:new{Twall=T_edge},label = "solid3"}} --]]
identifyBlockConnections()
-- History Points 
setHistoryPoint{x=0.002, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP1}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.004, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP2}
setHistoryPoint{x=0.006, y=0.0006, z=0.0, label=HP3}
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